SAFETY RECALL

Konrad & Loft Wooden Office Desk Chair

Select Konrad and Loft wooden office desk chairs have been recalled due to a potential fall hazard.

To identify if your chair is part of this recall please follow these steps:
1) Turn the chair upside down.
2) If your chair has affixed on the underside of the seat base a sticker noting one of the following PO numbers, your chair is included in this recall:
   Konrad - 200360055, 200360056, 200360057, 400360062, 400360063, 400360064
   Loft - 200360058, 200360059, 200360060, 200360061, 400360065, 400360066, 400360074, 400360075
3) If the PO number noted on your chair is not listed above, your chair is not included in this recall.

For a full refund or exchange, return the chair to any Cost Plus World Market store.

Call Cost Plus Inc. for additional information at
1-877-967-5362
7:00 am to 12:00 am EST

Further details are located at: www.worldmarket.com

In Cooperation with the U. S. Consumer Product Safety Commission